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You would'nt be in a good .................. if you were in difficulty.

frankness relief temper gift

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The new government has brought about many changes. Brought about means .....................

produced succeeded shown referred

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The old man is still  ............................. from his operation.

resigning deprecating recuperating remanding

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Her table was ......................... with cakes and different kinds of bread and honey.

loaded lodged dozed rapped

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He turned on his heel and ........................... his great shoulders through the crowded market.

roared slashed plowed stumped

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I'll find you a good builder to carry................................ the work.

in on up out

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His face was as white as sheet, and he was .....................................

intruding trembling relieving concentrating

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Concentration camp is a................................

prison routine knot pistol

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All my seeds have come up. "Come up" means ........................

happen appear become progress

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Have you comitted a murder, that you stand there dumb as a..........................

mire snake beetle fish

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

At the moment he understood the truth, the fear of danger ............................... him.

confessed overwhelmed starved committed

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He saw the flames.......................... the sheets of paper.

shuddering gnawing licking moaning

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Be carefull or you'll......................... on this icy bit of pavement.

limp stray creep slip

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I thought you could make a newspaper story .................... of the fact and get some money for it.

in over from out

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The driver ............................ to avoid the old lady and the car ran on to the pavement.

wobbled swerved rocked jolted

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She ............................ that Sandra had been lying.

sentenced stained suspected delivered

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A doctor who specializes in the branch of medicine and surgery concerned with childbirth is called

a(n)........................

ophthalmologist orthopedist obstetrician pedeatrician

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Since his wife died, he's gone to ..............................

pieces fragments bits scraps

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She was told..................... by her boss for carelessness.

against from off on

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

How long can we ............................ against these attacks?

get away pick up hold out take up

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Don't ........................... your chikens before they are hatched.

count sell cook burn

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Let us do away with thoes regulations. "Do away with" means........................

serve decorate abolish anticipate

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Children enjoy ............................ water at each other on a hot day.

spurting spouting gushing squirting

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I will pray for you and you can ........................... me as hard as you like if I am naughty.

flog gobble flicker distract

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

An hour later, Vanka ........................... by rosy hopes, he was fast asleep.

faded ripped lulled tittered

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The little girl gave a..................... of relief after she had finished doing her homework

assignments.

sigh pant cough sob

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I did not dare to object ........................... of offending him. 

for effect for gain for fear for certain

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The woman whirled round and fell with a shriek in to the .........................

reel muzzle rifle gutter

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

How do you get ....................... your boss?

in to on with round away

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Most of the runners abandoned the race, but three......................... on. 

held followed kept carried

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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